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News from the Cathedral Area Community Association

Jeffery Straker

“I love the Cathedral Village Arts Fest! Though it’s grown quite a bit
over the years, it’s still got a wonderful small local neighbourhood
feel. It’s run by incredibly friendly people and shines a light on so many
local artists, musicians, artisans and vendors. I live in the cathedral
neighbourhood and am proud to be part of this year’s fest.”
“You can soak up all the vibes.... it’s kind of magical!”
Jeffery Straker plays St Mary’s Anglican Church Friday May 24 9:30pm

“The Cathedral Village
Arts Festival brings
Regina together in
these times where unity
is needed. It ensures
the arts scene in Regina
is showcased and
remains vibrant.”

Andino Suns

Neil Adams

Andino Suns play Holy Rosary Tent Saturday May 25 9:00pm

Wolf Willow
“The audiences are always charged up and
engaged. Some of our best shows anywhere
have been at the Cathedral Village Arts
Festival. Especially at the Artesian.”

Logan Pay Photography

Wolf Willow plays the Artesian Saturday May 25 10:00pm

YIKES!
World’s
Largest
Tyrannosaurus Rex
Coming To The RSM!
By Elianna Hay, Grade 8, École
Connaught Community School
Saskatchewan is the proud home of
Scotty the T. rex who is now officially
the largest T. rex in the world!
I remember when I first saw Scotty. I
was in Eastend Saskatchewan. I was on
a family trip and we went to the T. rex
Discovery Centre. I remember feeling
amazed that such a big dinosaur was
found nearby. I’ve always liked palaeontology, but after seeing Scotty I was
even more interested in palaeontology.

Scotty was found in August of 1991
in The Frenchman River Valley by a
teacher, Robert Gebhardt, and Royal
Saskatchewan Museum paleontologist,
Tim Tokaryk.
Although Scotty was discovered
over 27 years ago, just recently it was
shown to be the most massive T. rex
ever found in the world. University
of Alberta and Florida State University paleontologists stated in a recent
scientific paper that Scotty weighed
Scotty Is Coming, cont’d pg 2

Regina Loses A Piece Of Its
Power Generation History
by Heritage Regina
It was the end of the line for SaskPower’s Substation No. 2 on the 1900 block
of Elphinstone Street. Built in 1930 by
the Regina Light and Power Company,
the substation made it possible to
extend power services to developing
neighbourhoods. The building was
designed to fit in with its residential
environment, a practice that was often
used at the time.
Set back from the street and
surrounded with a low chain-link fence,
the substation operated for nearly 88
years until SaskPower, the owner of
the property, changed the way electricity was delivered to the community.
Substation No. 2 was no longer needed.
It was decommissioned and by midDecember 2018, the building was gone.

The substation did not have a provincial or municipal heritage designation,
and it was not included on the City’s
Heritage Holding Bylaw list. But it did
have heritage value. For Frank Korvemaker, a local construction historian
and retired archivist, Substation No.
2 represented “an integral part of the
story of how Regina developed its own
various utility systems and buildings
in the 20th century.” Architectural
elements like an overhang made of
Spanish tile, the dark brick details
framing the entrance, the Romanesque
arch above the door, and the keystone
displaying the City of Regina Coat
of Arms reflected the popular design
styles of the late 1920s. A heritage
designation for the substation was
merited, Korvemaker believes, “purely
Power Company Building, cont’d pg 6
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Thanks to the City of Regina for their
continued support.
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Puddle
Jumping
By Dennie Fornwald
My kids adore playing in puddles and
I’m sure if you have kids, they do too.
In fact, if you spend time outside in
early spring you will see that everyone
in appropriate footwear loves puddles.
They might not say that they are playing, but I am sure they are enjoying
themselves.
Beyond the fun factor, puddle play
and other messy outdoor play is very
important for kids. There’s a lot of
science behind it. A toddler jumping in
a puddle might be exploring cause and
effect, the amount of force it takes to
keep the splashes on their boots but not
soak their pants, what kind of creatures
also visit puddles, or the physics behind
why water moves downhill. There is
a lot to be learned in a puddle, which
explains why a kid that is bored with
a toy in minutes can spend a long time
getting happily soaked outside.
The other science is the burgeoning
research about outdoor play and childhood development - not just brains,
but the whole child. Outdoor play has
been observed to improve motor skills,
help with social skill practice, develop
of leadership skills, increase background knowledge, improve feelings of
capability and self-efficacy, counteract
screen-time culture, help with attention
during and after time outdoors, help
kids with diverse abilities/language
integrate, help with sleep.
The downside? It’s messy and
we’re busy. However, if we can make
the time to get outside and play in

a puddle with our kids, parents can
enjoy many of those positive effects
too! Not to mention it’s always good
to take time to bond. Beyond playing
outside with my kids, I also have the
pleasure of teaching Pre-K. It took
a push to get away from the typical
playground rule that kids have to stay
out of puddles, but all it really takes are
some spare clothes, some plastic bags

to stick inside wet boots, and a little
time convincing families. I’ll tell you
though, I’ve never met a grandparent
who wasn’t for it from the start - they
remember being outdoors from sunup
to suppertime and they are often strong
advocates for outdoor play. So parents,
grandparents, kids, everyone... see you
outside!

Scotty Is
Coming,
cont’d from
page 1
Palaeontologists in 1994 working at the Scotty dig site near Eastend, SK.

approximately 8,870 kg.
Scotty is not only the largest T. Rex
ever found, he is also the largest meateating dinosaur ever found.
Scotty was declared Saskatchewan’s
provincial fossil thanks to a vote held
by the Royal Saskatchewan Museum
several years ago.
I was excited to hear that another
replica of Scotty the T. Rex was
coming to the Royal Saskatchewan
Museum here in Regina. On May 17th,
the new T. Rex exhibit will be opening up to the public. This new gallery
is going to be fantastic; I can’t wait to
see it!
When you visit the museum don’t
forget to visit Megamunch too.
While it will be nice to see Scotty
in Regina, it is worth the trip down to
Eastend to see the T. Rex Discovery
Centre too. It’s a great museum. And
it’s awesome to visit the very country
where Scotty once roamed.
Front page: Artistic reconstruction of
Scotty by Beth Zaiken.
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Excerpt from Edward Willett’s Worldshaper
This is an excerpt from the first book in the Worldshapers series by
Edward Willett. Not only is he a world renowned science fiction author,
he also writes fantasy, plays and non-fiction for readers of all ages. And
he is a long-time Cathedral resident. Worldshaper is available in bookstores and signed copies can be purchased through Edward’s online
store, www.edwardwillettshop.com.
I stepped out into the drizzle to examine the sky. To the east, a band of blue
still glowed, but gray soup covered the
city, and to the west...to the west, it was
almost black. Lightning flashed, and a
few seconds later, thunder grumbled.
The wind swirled and gusted, as though
uncertain which way to blow or how
hard, though I had a feeling it would
make up its mind with a vengeance
soon. I strode to the middle of the
street, then turned and looked up at my
sign.
“WORLDSHAPER POT,”
it read, which was
likely to attract
(and then peeve) a
completely different set of customers than the ones I
sought. It was also
likely to annoy the
marijuana shop
five doors down,
who’d think I
was horning in
on their business.
Just four letters
left to mount, and
there they were,
still stacked atop
the scaffolding, but there was no sign
of the young men or their tools. They’d
clearly abandoned the task in light of
the approaching storm, which nobody
could deny now. I just hoped they’d
had securely fastened the letters they
had managed to install. My neighbors
wouldn’t appreciate it if they found a
P or a T or an H inside their shattered
front windows.
It’s just a storm, I told myself. It’s not
a hurricane. Nobody else was worried
about it.
On the other hand, nobody else
had even seemed to be able to see it

coming. And certainly no one else
seemed to feel the strange...disturbance
in the Force, to steal a phrase...that I
did.
I felt discombobulated (a word I
don’t think I’d ever before had occasion to use). But between the nightmare and the multiple encounters with
the weirdo in the hat and duster, not
to mention the approaching storm,
“discombobulated” seemed to the be
the only word that fit.
“Worldshaper
Pot,” said a
voice behind me,
making me jump.
“You didn’t tell
me you were
branching out.”
I laughed then,
and turned to face
my best friend.
“Anything for a
buck when you’re
self-employed.
As you should
know.”
Aesha was a
head shorter than
me, so petite—
“elfin” was the
word that always
came to mind—that she got carded at
bars, even though she’d turned thirty
a year ago. A freelance writer, she’d
self-published a couple of fantasy
novels through Orinoco Direct, to no
noticeable acclaim, but made a pretty
comfortable living writing corporate
histories, annual reports, and magazine
articles, plus doing freelance editing
for a big self-publishing firm. She’d
promised to write a history of Worldshaper Pottery for its fiftieth anniversary. She’d be eighty by then, and I’d be
next door to it, but I had every intention
of holding her to her word.
She worked out of
her apartment just
a couple of blocks
from my studio,
another reason I’d
been thrilled to find
this location: we
could have lunch
together whenever
we wanted, like
today.
She looked up at
the gathering storm.
A flash of lightning
lit her dark-skinned

face, glinting off the jeweled stud in her
right ear. “Might get wet if we don’t get
moving.”
“We’ll get poured on anyway once
lunch is over,” I pointed out. “This isn’t
just a thunderstorm that’s going to blow
over.”
She looked at me. “What makes you
say that? Doesn’t look bad to me.”
“Doesn’t...” I bit off my retort. To me,
it looked like a tornado could pop out
of the clouds at any moment. Discombobulation. “Well, damp, at least.” I
felt like evangelical vegan at a Texas
barbecue, or the weirdo who demands
tea—or worse, hot chocolate—when
the waiter comes around with coffee.
Whenever I spoke the truth as I saw it,
that the storm approaching looked like
a monster, people looked at me like I
was crazy—even though it was clear
to me that they were the crazy ones.
Rather than insist, I pretended to fit in.
Wimp. But I really didn’t want to argue
with Aesha, any more than I’d wanted
to argue with Brent.

“Well, if you’re scared of a little
drizzle, we’ll have no choice but to
linger over a second glass of wine.”
Aesha grinned. “Or a third. Or...”
I laughed. “We could just stay
through the evening. I was going to ask
you to join me for dinner, too. We can
check out the DNA Eruptions.”
“The nerd-grunge band?” Aesha
made a face. “I’ve heard them. We’d be
better off getting soaked. I don’t think
I can take another rendition of ‘Vasopressin Depression.’ The drum solo is
five minutes long.”
“They live up to the awfulness of
their name?”
“And then some. Their other big
‘hits’ are ‘Tess Tossed the Roan,’ which
involves a horse but isn’t really about
one, and ‘Estrogenesis,’ which is even
worse.”
I laughed again. “Well, we’d better
get moving, either way.”
Cold rain spattered our faces as we
headed down the street into the teeth of
the rising wind. I grimaced and glanced
at Aesha—who didn’t seem to be noticing. I am not a wimp, I thought, but I
added disgruntlement to my discombobulation.
We walked to the corner. Just as we
were about to turn onto 22nd Street,
something caught my eye. Maybe ten
blocks up Blackthorne, where the street
rose to crest a small hill, a white van
had just appeared.
A second followed it. They were
heading our way, and they were traveling fast...
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Meet
the Artist,
Christine
Moleski
by Margaret Bessai
Swirling with rich colours, a sky full
of stars and light, this year’s festival poster is a poetic reflection on
joy and creativity. Working with the
theme “Share Your Light!” local artist
Christine Moleski chose a northern

lights-starry nebula scape as the perfect
counterpoint for the poster’s defining
moment, a performer finding strength
in their creative work and sharing their
best self. For Moleski, telling a story
is an important part of creating an

artwork, “Even if the story and emotion
are caught in a single moment.” In
this work, Moleski drew inspiration
from living in the prairies, “I’m always
drawn to the sky. Sunset, sunrise - the
vivid, high saturation of the prairie’s
living skies.”
Moleski graduated from the University of Regina with a BA degree in
English and a BFA in Visual Arts.
Though trained in traditional mediums, Moleski works most often with
a computer, “It’s far more versatile
than painting or drawing—digital
work allows me to create some base
elements, and then move and alter
them until I find something I’m happy
with—the process is a lot more organic
and natural feeling than having something on paper.”
In addition to studio work, Moleski
teaches comics and narrative art with
the Balkwill Civic Arts Centre, and for
the past several years has also been the
editor and host of the annual CVAF
comic jam.
The Comic Jam, which takes place
on Victoria Day at the CVAF Kick-Off
Picnic, is part of a series of drop-in
workshops at the Balkwill/AGR Open-

May - June 2019
house. The Jam is a relaxed space for
all ages, where everyone is invited
to draw, write a short comic, or even
doodle.
Even if you are worried about drawing, the Jam offers many ways to take
part, from mad-lib style collaborative
stories to adding dialogue or colour. At
the end of the day, Moleski edits everyone’s work together into a comic.
Over the past 12 years, the CVAF
comics have become a fun snapshot of
our neighbourhood, with contributions
from young artists as they grow into
their drawing style, and work by local
cartoonists as well.
Moleski’s advice for young artists?
“Find what you like to draw but don’t
be afraid to try drawing it in different
ways. Even if you always go back to
your own style, you learn something
new to take back with you every time
you explore. And also, don’t be afraid
of using references!
Drawing from life can only strengthen your work.”
Learn more about the artist online at
www.christinemoleski.com.

Local Business Spotlight

Naturopathic Medicine In Your Community
How long has it been since you’ve
spent an hour discussing your health?
Here at the Cathedral Centre for
Wellness we take that time with you.
Naturopathic medicine offers a customized approach to health care, where
treatment plans are tailored to suit
individual patients. Our Naturopathic
philosophy is rooted in five key principles:
Identify and treat the cause. In addition to alleviating acute and chronic
symptoms of disease, NDs seek to
identify and remove the underlying
cause(s) of illness. This approach
moves the body toward an optimal
state of health, something that may not
be achieved by simply eliminating or
suppressing your symptoms.
Doctor as teacher. NDs work collaboratively with their patients by sharing their knowledge and information

to create a successful treatment plan.
Patients are encouraged to take responsibility for their own health.
Treat the whole person. In addition
to addressing specific complaints or
symptoms, NDs look at the ‘whole
picture’. The physical, mental,
emotional, genetic, environmental and
social factors contributing to the health
of each individual patient are thoroughly considered.
Prevention is the best medicine. NDs
emphasize prevention of disease by
assessing risk factors, heredity and
susceptibility to disease in each patient.
Appropriate interventions can then be
made in partnership with patients to
prevent illness.
Support the healing power of the
body. The practice of naturopathic
medicine recognizes an ordered and
intelligent self-healing process that is

inherent to every individual. NDs work
to identify and remove obstacles to
healing and recovery and to facilitate
this natural self-healing process.
All of our Naturopathic Doctors at
the Cathedral Centre for Wellness are
licensed Doctors of Naturopathic Medicine registered to practice in Saskatchewan and have received their extensive
post-graduate training at the Canadian
College of Naturopathic Medicine
(CCNM) and the Boucher Institute
of Naturopathic Medicine and have
successfully completed the intensive
international licensing examinations
(NPLEX) required to practice naturopathic medicine.
Your healing journey begins now…
To book your initial consultation with
one of our Naturopathic Doctors or for
more detailed information regarding
our services please contact our office:

Cathedral Centre for Wellness
(306) 757-HEAL [4325]
2A – 2146 Robinson Street
Regina Saskatchewan
S4T 2P7
info@cathedralwellness.ca
www.cathedralwellness.ca

Help
spread
the word.
The Cathedral Village
Voice is hand delivered
to 4,000 households
throughout the Cathedral
neighbourhood. We can’t
do that without volunteers.
If you want to join our
crack squad of newspaper
deliverers, contact us at
villagevoice@sasktel.net.
It’s great exercise.
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CACA
Summer
Yoga
Beginner Yoga
The focus is on developing proper
alignment in foundational yoga poses.
You will move mindfully while building both strength and balance on the
yoga mat. The class is suitable for
beginners and all levels of experience.
To register, contact the instructor,
Terri Keith, at terri@accesscomm.ca.
Option 1: Tuesdays, 5:30-6:45pm,
Jul 9 to Aug 27, $64.
Option 2: Tuesdays, 7:00-8:15pm,
Jul 9 to Aug 27, $64.
Option 3: Saturdays, 9:00-10:15am,
Jul 6 to Aug 24, $56.
All classes: Drop-in $10, space
permitting.
Open Practice Indy Ashtanga Yoga
Traditional style practice of Ashtanga
Vinyasa Yoga: Students practice
their prescribed yoga routine without
a teacher’s guidance. This practice
group is for experienced Ashtanga
practitioners only. Permission
required to join. Room opens at 6am
for practice and we close the doors at
6:15am. You can start your practice
during this first 15 minutes of class.
Mysore Ashtanga Yoga with teacher
assistance will return in the fall. To
register, contact Lesley Farley at
farmerfarley73@yahoo.ca
Independent Practice: Mondays, ,
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays,
6:00-7:45am, Jul 15 to Aug 30.
Need permission to join. $70.
Upcoming Cathedral Area
Community Association board
meetings...
•May 28, 2019
•June 25, 2019
All CACA board meetings start at 7pm
and are held in the Cathedral Neighbourhood Centre.
The meeting room is really small, so let
us know if you have an issue you want
to bring up with the CACA and we’ll
put you on the agenda and save you
a chair.

www.cathedralvillage.org
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SPACE Opens For Queer And Trans Youth
by UR Pride Centre for Sexuality
and Gender Diversity
We are excited to announce the launch
of one of the UR Pride Centre’s most
important programs: the SaskQTY
Network.
This project will serve 2SLGBTQ
youth in Saskatchewan and represents a
$218,000 investment in the community
from Canada Service Corps.
SaskQTY inaugurated SPACE, a
new community hub for Saskatchewan
queer and trans youth which is located
at 2139 Albert St in Regina. SPACE
will provide youth with an affirming
place to come together, build community, and develop leadership skills.
“It’s important to recognize that
2SLGBTQ youth in Saskatchewan are
facing unique challenges in regard to
social isolation. SaskQTY will foster

UR Pride’s Jacq Brasseur & Minister of
Public Safety Ralph Gooddale cut the
ribbon on SPACE

engagement of underrepresented youth
in civic life. This project aims to show
Canadians that queer and trans youth
are valuable and important to their
communities,” says Raphaële Frigon,
Program Director of SaskQTY,
The SaskQTY Network will provide
2SLGBTQ youth with opportunities to

become engaged and volunteer in their
communities. Through high quality
workshops in the areas of community
organizing, leadership, event planning,
volunteerism, advocacy, non-profit
governance and political networking,
the project’s goal is to build a network
of skilled queer, trans and allied youth
across the province.
“2SLGBTQ people experience some
of the highest rates of unemployment
and underemployment, often due to the
lack of opportunities to expand their
skills in a safe and inclusive environment. This project prioritizes the capacity-building of this underrepresented
group,” said Jacq Brasseur, Executive
Director of the UR Pride Centre.
For more information, visit
SaskQTY’s website at www.space.lgbt
or email SaskQTY@urpride.ca.

Recalling The Community Climate Conversation
by Alicia Baniulis
Back in December, our community
met to discuss the important topic
of climate change. Joining with our
community partner, SaskOutdoors, it
was an evening to promote education,
and community engagement in the
Cathedral neighbourhood and beyond
to help inspire action plans on climate
change. The discussions were heated
(no pun intended) and folks from our

community brought their great ideas on
how we can put our ideas to work.
From the smallest of actions, like
bringing your own grocery bags to
rallying together to change how our
governments move forward with
pipelines, the discussions helped us
understand how we as a community see
our future. What about a car-free day in
Cathedral? Can we canvass our neighbours to find our allies to find more
supporters of climate change allies?

How can we help people to be greener
by doing things like installing solar
panels or having rain barrels to water
their yards? What about growing more
food in our neighbourhood and sharing it with the people we live beside?
We looked at ways that we can be part
of the solution and ways that we can
impact the larger discussions outside
our communities.

What’s new at Connaught Library?
3435 – 13th Avenue • 306-777-6078

Open Book Club
Tuesday, May 14, 7:00-8:00pm
For adults. Have a book you are
longing to share? Want to get
recommendations from other readers? Connect with other readers as
you share and discuss your favourite
books.
Butterfly Wings for Queen City
Pride Parade
Sunday, June 9, 2:00-4:00pm
In celebration of Queen City Pride
Festival, create colourful butterfly
wings. Then wear your wings as you
march with RPL in the parade. All
materials supplied. Families and teens
welcome! Registration required.

Cathedral Village Arts Festival
Join Connaught Branch and the
Dunlop Art Gallery at the Cathedral
Village Arts Festival – Share Your
Light
Light It Up
Saturday, May 11, 10:00am-12pm
For families. Create unique illuminated artwork for your family to carry
as you walk in the Kick Off Parade.
Registration required.
Come Join the Parade
Monday, May 20, 11:00am-12:00pm
Walk in the Cathedral Village Arts
Festival Kick Off Parade.

Share Your Light Lanterns
Tuesday, May 21, 7:00-8:00pm
For families. Use simple materials to
make decorative lanterns to carry in
the Share Your Light Lantern Walk.
Registration required.
Share Your Light Lantern Walk
Thursday, May 23, 6:00-9:00pm
For families. Bring you lanterns and
join the Share Your Light Lantern
Walk on 13th Avenue.
Meet at Connaught Branch – we will
be staying open until 9 pm. Walk
begins at 8:00pm
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Rummage-Sale Garage
Says, “Feed Me!”
by Two-Storey Garage That
Definitely Isn’t Renting Out Its
Second-Floor Granny Suite
A local garage that collects donations
of gently used goods for the annual
CVAF Rummage Sale says he is
going hungry and hopes the Cathedral
community will help him out.
“I just don’t feel full, you know?”
says Rummage-Sale Garage. “I mean,
I got some chairs, a bench and a few
bags of fabric in me, and... well... I
could still eat.”
Rummage-Sale Garage complains
that the lead up to the CVAF Rummage
Sale is the only time of the year when
he can get a decent meal of kids’s toys,
glassware, holiday decorations, ceramics, lamps and antiques.
“The crocheted blankets are my
favourite. Oh, and the books! They can
be filling but they’re so good for you!”
remarks Rummage-Sale Garage.
He does request donations not
include large furniture, large appliances
or old cathode-ray tube TVs as they
“make [him] gassy.”

“It’s all for a good cause, you know,”
says Rummage-Sale Garage. “All
proceeds raised go to support the 2020
Cathedral Village Arts Festival. I don’t
get to go to that — because I’m a
garage — but I hear it’s fun.”
Rummage-Sale Garage says people
can arrange to have their donations picked up or to drop them off
by contacting Linda, a human, at
306.569.8755 or caca@sasktel.net.

DoubleCross at the
Art Gallery
Of Regina
PSSSSST ….. you’re invited to the
AGR’s Mystery Fundraiser on June 22
at 8pm at the Art Gallery of Regina,
and it’s gonna be the bees knees!
The Artful Mystery Fundraiser is an
evening of a fun whodunnit mystery,
with a solvable clue-based game
created by Mystery Mansion Regina.
It’s the 1920s and prohibition is in
full swing, and you’re a guest at our
speakeasy! We heard there is a snitch
snoopin’ around the joint, someone
who wants to turn us into the coppers
and close us down! Who is it and
where are they hiding? Flatfoots and
gumshoes needed to crack this caper
to keep the heat off and the good times
rolling!
Prizes, live entertainment, live jazz,
silent auction tasty nibbles, and a cash
bar with special beverages.
1920’s styled glad rags encouraged,

Power Company Building, continued from page 1
from a design perspective.”
Generally, the heritage value of a
property can extend beyond its architecture and its physical connection to
a community’s past. In many cases,
it provides an economic benefit. The
process of conserving a building can
create jobs in a number of fields,
including construction, architecture,
engineering and design. Older buildings with character details, like Substation No.2, can open up opportunities
for small businesses, increasing the
value of the property. The former
substation on the northeast corner of
Broad Street and Dewdney Avenue,
currently home to a photography
studio and a non-profit organization, is
evidence that conservation can bring
new life to an old utility structure.
There is also an environmental
benefit to protecting built heritage. The
volume of materials that end up in the
City’s landfill is significantly less with
conservation than with demolition.
Greenhouse gas emissions are also
limited when buildings are conserved.
According to “Environmental Benefits
of Heritage Conservation,” a brochure
produced by the provincial government’s Heritage Resources Branch,
“Even when a house is replaced with
a new, energy-efficient one,
it can take 35-50 years of efficient operation to compensate
for the CO2 that was emitted
during new construction.”
What can you do?
In a December 20, 2018
CBC Saskatchewan interview about the demolition of
Substation No. 2, Korvemaker noted, “We’re not giving
anything to our future generations about the past. We’re
supposed to be stewards of
our environment, stewards of
our city, stewards of our built
heritage and we’re not good
stewards.”

Fortunately, there are a number of
ways people can change this situation.
Becoming informed about heritage
properties and conservation issues in
the community is a good first step. The
Prairie History Room at the Regina
Public Library, the City of Regina
Archives and the Saskatchewan
Archives offer a wealth of heritage
information.
Many heritage organizations in the
city, including museums, provide
interesting opportunities for learning. Throughout the summer, our own
Heritage Regina guided walking tours
explore Regina’s most historic locations. During the winter months, our
lecture series presents the stories of the
city’s history and its cultural development.
People can become more directly
involved in advocating for conservation
by attending information sessions or
forums where heritage issues are on the
agenda, by writing to their city councillor in support of heritage property
designations, or by promoting heritage
awareness among family members,
friends and co-workers.
It is too late for Substation No. 2,
but by recognizing the important role
built heritage plays in the life and
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In case you missed it while it
was standing, here’s Substation No. 2. There’s just an
empty lot at this site now.

work of the community
and by actively supporting its protection and
conservation, the loss of
local heritage can finally
become a thing of the past.

but not mandatory!
Not a puzzle cracker? Then simply
join us for an enjoyable evening
of entertainment....just be sure no
coppers follow you.
Tickets are $30 in advance and $35
at the door, $25 for members or university students. They are available at
www.artgalleryofregina.ca or by calling
(306)522-5940.
The Mystery Fundraiser will be held
at the Art Gallery of Regina, located at
2420 Elphinstone St.
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MLA Report

by Carla Beck, MLA Regina
Lakeview, Deputy Leader,
Saskatchewan NDP
A memory recently showed up in my
social media feed from two years ago.
It was from the day that the SaskParty
announced that they would be reversing their cuts to our provincial library
system. The Minister acknowledged
that a “mistake” had been made and
that the funds would be found to
reverse the drastic cut and to continue
our provincial library system. Of
course, this mea culpa moment was
hard won. It only came after a month
of coordinated, sustained efforts by
Saskatchewan people; an effective
letter writing campaign, the shut-down
of the “one card, one library system”,
and a province-wide read in at MLA
offices—the second largest protest in
the history of the province.
This memory of budgets past came
on the heels of another reversal. In this
year’s budget, the Minister announced
that Cornwall Alternative School

would be losing all its funding from the
Ministry of Education, despite the fact
that they still had a year on their threeyear contract with the Government.
That decision was also walked back.
And, again, the Minister eventually
acknowledged that a mistake had been
made but not before some very anxious
days for the students, staff, families,
and supporters of this award-winning
school. And not before the Minister
defended the decision for days, even
suggesting that this was done at the
behest of the Catholic and public
school Boards. Wyant also stated that
the decision was made because the
students were failing to “reintegrate”
into regular programming. He also
pointed the finger at Ministry officials,
before finally accepting blame for the
decision.
And it seems that we in Saskatchewan are not alone in having to mount
action in an attempt to ward off cuts to
classrooms and libraries. A quick scan
of education headlines in Canada this
spring will bring up dozens of stories
about conservative governments cutting
(or musing about cutting, or threatening
to cut) education and library funding.
Manitoba is conducting a review of
their education system. In the meantime, Boards have been faced with
stagnant funding, cuts, a forced cap on
mill rates, and a Minister musing about
reducing or eliminating school boards
altogether.
We have yet to see what Kenney
and company will do with their new
mandate in Alberta, but a few key
planks from the UCP campaign included walking back GSA protections,

increasing standardized testing, and
tossing out recently updated curriculum. All of this under the specter of
cuts to public spending.
And of course, Ford’s government
in Ontario has been waging an all-out
attack on education in that province
since being elected. This includes
drastic cuts to the number of teachers,
delays to Indigenous Curriculum development, cuts to autism supports, rolling
back health curriculum, band funding
decimated, and significant increases to
class sizes. Ford’s government has also
decreed that all high school students
will take a minimum of four-online
courses and students in schools across
the province have seen course offerings diminished. And in a move eerily
reminiscent of our own library battles
in this province, this year’s budget in
Ontario saw spending on the provincial
library system cut in half—a move that
has ended the inter-library loan system.
What all of these cuts have in
common, besides being enacted by
conservative governments, is that
they come wrapped in sunny language
such as “modernizing” or “innovating”. I do not think that there are many
people who will argue that we should
not be creating a vision for education
that meets the needs of students today
and that prepares them for the future.
But what many have become wary of
when Ministers of Education stand
and deliver sweeping comments about
change education is that these terms are
code for “doing more with less”. And
who can blame them?
Per pupil funding in Saskatchewan
(adjusted for inflation) has been dropping for years. This was exacerbated
in 2017 when the Sask Party cut $54
million from classrooms even though

they took in an additional $67 million
in Education Property Tax that same
year. This cut has only been partially
restored, and in the meantime, costs
have continued to increase for all
Boards in the province. The result has
been classrooms that are increasingly
large and complex with fewer educators and fewer supports available for
students.
The Ministry of Education is currently “co-constructing a framework” to
chart a course for education beyond
2020 in Saskatchewan. This includes a
public survey that is open until May 10.
The Saskatchewan Teacher’s Federation backed away from the government
process and has continued with their
own Re-Imagine Education project that
has garnered over 6,000 participants.
Reports from both are due this fall.
The online survey asks what do
“students need to be prepared for their
future life and learning?” Curriculum
changes will be part of the answer.
But so too must be funding that is
sufficient, equitable and predictable
for schools around the province. And
a rebuilding of the trust that has been
eroded over years of underfunding,
cuts, and disregard for education partners must be addressed for any plan to
work. I am hopeful by nature. But the
tensions with the STF and the Minister’s continued musings about finding
further “efficiencies” are concerning
and they will not get us where we need
to be.
As always, I welcome your feedback,
comments, and questions.
Carla Beck
MLA Regina Lakeview
306.522.1333
reginalakeview@ndpcaucus.sk.ca

City Councillor Report

by Andrew Stevens, City
Councillor, Ward 3
Well, summer is finally just around
the corner. For me, the season always
kicks off with the Cathedral Village
Arts Festival. From there it’s three
months of camping, BBQs, gardening, and enjoying what the community has to offer. Somewhere in there

Oh no!
Scotty the
T. Rex is loose
and threatening
to eat the City Councillor Report! Learn
more about Scotty on
page 1 and by visiting the new T.Rex
exhibit at the Royal Saskatchewan
Museum. Artistic reconstruction by Beth
Zaiken.

I find time to continue with council
work. By September residents should
see some important changes in our
school zones, as the speed limit is set
to be reduced to 30 km/h when classes
resume in the fall. The same goes for
playgrounds. We’re also going to see
the expansion of bike lane infrastructure in our community throughout the
summer. Council will also vote on
making permanent the street painting
program, which is a great initiative
that brings community members and
professional artists together. Proposed
improvements to evening and Sunday
transit service is also making its way
into the 2020 budget planning process,
and I’m hopeful that an airport route
is in the cards as well. Both are long
overdue. Finally, ward boundaries are
being redrawn. The proposed changes
will remove Lakeview, Downtown,
and Heritage from Ward 3 as a result of
population growth and new neighbourhood developments.
As usual, give me a shout at
306.570.1402 or send me an email at
astevens@regina.ca if you have any
questions.
Happy Summer!
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Local Research Feature

Kerri Finlay On The Science Of Lakes And Dugouts
The Cathedral neighbourhood
is home to many talented and
knowledgeable residents. In
the Local Research Feature,
we’re asking Cathedral
scientists, teachers, professors,
artists and independent
researchers to write about
their work. This issue, Elaine
Barrow writes about climate
science...
by Kerri Finlay, Assistant
Professor, Department of Biology,
University of Regina
I’ve always been drawn to the water.
As a kid, I would insist on having my
photo taken in front of a pond or water
fountain when we went on family trips.
It took me until I was halfway through
my graduate degree that I realized
not everyone was attracted to water
the way I was. Fortunately, by that
time, I was well on my way to a career
researching freshwater ecology.
My studies and research history has
taken me to Algonquin Park, the Bay
of Fundy, southern Quebec, and the
lakes of the Qu’Appelle valley. Most
recently, I have focused my research
on small agricultural ponds (dugouts)
in southern Saskatchewan and am
interested in determining whether these
water bodies could potentially be used
as carbon offsets.

In some of our previous work, we
found that carbon dioxide is low in
lakes in the Canadian prairies, and as a
result, these systems are pulling carbon
dioxide in from the atmosphere and
acting as carbon sinks. Both the biology and chemistry of the lakes contribute to this low CO2. The algae in lakes
act like trees in the forest and take up
CO2 when they photosynthesize. Since
many of these lakes grow a lot of algae,
they take up lots of carbon dioxide. In
terms of chemistry, water in southern
SK tends to be alkaline, which causes
any carbon dioxide to be chemically
converted into other forms of carbon,
such as bicarbonate and carbonate.
These two properties together mean
that water bodies in southern SK actually have carbon dioxide levels that
are lower than in the atmosphere, and
typically act as CO2 sinks.
This previous work made us wonder
whether we could use it to our advan-

tage and actively manage water bodies
to act as potential carbon offsets. To
investigate this, we are currently
sampling dugouts in southern Saskatchewan to see not only whether they are
pulling in CO2, but whether the other
major greenhouse gases, methane and
nitrous oxide, are also low. This work
is ongoing, but our work in 2017 and
2018 is showing promising trends to
use agricultural dugouts as carbon
sinks. We’re hoping that with this
research, we’ll also be able to determine which management options for
these dugouts — such size, depth, and
location — will maximize their net
greenhouse gas uptake.
Our work has additionally raised
questions about water quality of
dugouts and other small water bodies
on farms. These water bodies are
used for a variety of purposes, including livestock watering, storing flood
waters, storage reservoirs, fish habitat,
and household water usage. Maintaining adequate water quality in these
water bodies is exceedingly important,
as was demonstrated in 2017 when
200 head of cattle died on a pasture in
SK from increased water salinity and
subsequent dehydration of the cattle.
We are planning to use similar analyses for dugout management options to
keep water quality at acceptable levels.
Given future predictions of extreme
precipitation events under a changing
climate, it is increasingly important
that we understand how to manage our
water resources for both quality and
greenhouse gases.
The issue of water quality extends
beyond that in agricultural water bodies,

and is a major area of concern for many
residents across the province. Water
quality monitoring is an expensive
endeavour, and while government
groups like the Water Security Agency
do test many lakes regularly, they are
unable to sample all lakes across the
province consistently. Given the interest of many citizens in the quality of
the water in their home, cottage, and
recreational sites, we have initiated a
Citizen Science program for water quality monitoring in the province. In 2018,
we had volunteers at 6 different lakes:
Loch Leven at Cypress Hills Interprovincial Park, Kenosee Lake in Moose
Mountain Provincial Park, Little Manitou, Jackfish, Murray, and Kipabiskau.
At each site, volunteers were instructed
in water sampling, and recorded values
and shipped samples for laboratory
analyses on a monthly schedule. We are
encouraged with the results from this
work, as the volunteers are collecting
valuable data that will provide insights
into the current state of the lakes, and
allow for monitoring of changes in the
future. We are modifying the protocols
in 2019, but are planning to expand the
Citizen Science to 15 different sites,
with hopeful plans to expand even
further in future years!
Together, the research that we are
conducting in my lab aims to optimize
our water resources in the prairies
through maximizing both greenhouse
gas uptake, and water quality. This
work is infinitely challenging, and
keeps me on my toes, but allows me to
keep playing in the water and hopefully
maintain our water bodies for everyone’s enjoyment in the future.

Great Community Spirit
at Holy Rosary School
by Erika Monge, Grade 6 at Holy Rosary Community School
The famous“spinny thing” in
the Holy Rosary
playground.

Gardening Award Nominations
by Kathryn Smart
Spring is in full swing, and so is the
Cathedral Area! Our neighbourhood’s
mature trees, historic homes, local
businesses, parks, friendly people, and
walkability make it a truly wonderful place to live and visit. As you are
out walking, biking and visiting in the
neighbourhood, you may notice that
many Cathedral residents have been
hard at work in their yards and gardens,
making our neighbourhood an interesting and beautiful place to explore.
Last year, the Cathedral Area
Community Association launched its
inaugural “Nominate a Neighbour for
a Gardening Award” program, and it’s
back this year! Residents and visitors
are invited to nominate any garden or
yard that they think contributes to the

beauty and character of the neighbourhood. Nominations will be received
from May 1 to September 30, 2019.
Each nominated address will receive a
child artist’s “You have been nominated” notice and will have their address
entered to win a $20 gift certificate to
the Plant Ranch. One address will be
randomly drawn each month!
If you’d like to show your appreciation for a gardener’s beautiful floral
show, artistic yard decor or even a
neighbour engaged in a valiant handto-weed battle against invasive weeds,
then “nominate your neighbour” by
name and address, or just address if
you’ve never met the gardener whose
yard you admire! Happy gardening and
happy exploring!
Please send all nominations to
villagevoice@sasktel.net.

When I say Holy Rosary School I think
of a special community. A community
with great spirit and a great opportunity
for excellent learning. Holy Rosary
is giving me the chance for a brighter
future. At Holy Rosary, the staff always
make it a priority to provide us with
the best learning experience possible!
In our school, all the students get a fair
chance to become the best versions of
themselves. All the students are encouraged to find activities that we enjoy.
The goal is to make the school year the
best it could possibly be!

The Difference Holy Rosary School
Had On Me
In past years, I didn’t like going to
school. I found it all to be too stressful.
I had been finding myself volunteering to do other things instead of going
out for recess or not even being in the

room for lunch. I was missing out on
outdoor creativity and socializing with
other kids my age. Looking back on my
experience in larger schools I remember skipping school more often then I
should have. In larger schools, the staff
seemed too busy and didn’t often notice
bullying. At Holy Rosary, the staff are
more attentive because it is a smaller
school. Now that I have moved to this
school I realized that I enjoy studying
for upcoming tests. When I miss school
I don’t like the feeling of knowing I’m
missing out on an opportunity of learning that I could benefit from for my
entire life.

Extra-Curricular Activities
At Holy Rosary Community School,
everyone is always encouraged by the
staff to join school extra-curricular
activities such as badminton, band,
cross country, track and field, choir and
drama. Staff are always making sure
the students find something they are
passionate about, so that anyone who
is new can feel welcome and included.
When students find something they like
the team will go for meets where we
compete against other schools. It really
is a great opportunity to get to know
other students from other schools and
have some friendly competition!

